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confidentiality, authentication and privacy for communication
protocols in the higher layers of ISO-OSI (note that many
communication protocols including many authentication
protocols which are invoked by end-users with explicit peer's
identity information work at “layer 7" of ISO-OSI, i.e., the
application layer[4] Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE)
protocol is to enable two parties to establish a shared
cryptographically strong key over an insecure network under
the complete control of an adversary. AKE is one of the most
widely used and fundamental cryptographic primitives. In
order for AKE to be possible, the parties must have
authentication means, e.g. (public or secret) cryptographic
keys, short (i.e., low-entropy) secret keys or credentials that
satisfy a (public or secret) policy.[7]
Deniable IKE seems to be simple and even intuitive, its
design was thoroughly guided by the profound theory of
concurrent non-malleability, universal compensability and the
theory of secure key-exchange in the post-specified-peer
model The provable security of our protocols relies on the
random oracle (RO) assumption and a (very reasonable and
essentially weaker) variant of knowledge-of-exponent
assumption (KEA), called fresh challenge[9] KEA with
arbitrary auxiliary input". We note here that the RO and/or
KEA assumptions are common in the stringent situation of
deniable key-exchange and authentication and actually most
known KEA-based deniable authentication and key-exchange
protocols are not secure against adversaries with arbitrary
auxiliary input. More details can be found in of independent
interest of this work are the clarifications and revision of KEA
assumption with arbitrary auxiliary input, and clarifications
and observations on the independent Stinson-Wu keyexchange(SW-KE) protocol.[12]
All are the techniques are recently use for the key
exchange methodology, by combining functions of all these
techniques one new technique for analysing key which is sent
by sender will get discover. Mainly the REA algorithm is used
to make this possible.

Abstract- How to make people keep both security and privacy in
communication networks has been a hot topic in recent years.
Due to advances in technology and communication, it requires
more effort to ensure security. It is essential that every
organization has the right level of security. In recent
communication systems, as there is more and more use of
internet, the security services have become essential.
Authentication in security had emerged to be an essential factor
in the key establishment over internet. It seems that recently
Yang et.al propose provably secure 3PAKA protocol for secure
exchange and similarly Key-exchange in Diffie–Hellman keyexchange (DHKE) is among the core cryptographic mechanisms
to ensure network security .The DIKE (Deniable Internet Key
Exchange) was the family of privacy preserving authenticated
DHKE protocol, both in the traditional PKI setting and in the
identity based setting. There are lots of mechanism are provided
for key exchange mechanism in recent year as given, but these
mechanism only secure the message or key which is share by
both trusted party over the internet, but if the intruder
authenticate the message which is send by the sender and when
that message will receive by receiver without knowing that this
message is already accessed by the intruder then what? There
will be no use of that accessed message or key. So in this project
there is a database in which the key sent by sender to receiver
will be stored already, so that when receiver receives the valid
key only that key will match with the key which is stored in the
database and the message or the document which is sent by
sender can be accessed by the receiver ,as well as if the intruder
knows the secret key then also he cannot accessed the message
For that, the concept of Internet key exchange(IKE),and REA
Algorithm are used.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are various ways are already given or mentioned for
securing the key, and if the key will get secure then
automatically message also gets secure, by analysing some
recent techniques it seems that it may be possible to hide the
key.[2]The basic of all technique are same, for hiding the key
over the internet only the techniques are different, we can also
say that all the emerging techniques are the phases of the
Internet key change (IKE) [10] IPsec (Internet protocol
security) and Internet Key-Exchange (IKE) protocols are the
corecryptographic protocols to ensure Internet security, which
specify key exchange mechanisms used to establish shared
keys for use in the Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) standards
. The IPsec and IKE are intendedto protect messages
communicated in the IP layer, i.e.,“layer 3” of ISO-OSI, which
process the transmission of messages using the network
addresses possibly without knowingend-user peers’
identities.IKE and IPSec can in turn be used to offer

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED WORK
The privacy preserving method is used for the security
providing mechanism. In the internet there is one storage
media for store the data and that storage is used to store all the
search word. Whatever data user want to send, that data get
encrypted and the storage media also used by the user, and if
the user cannot be able to send data with the encryption
technique then the process will get stop. The data will be send
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to the end user by using key and encryption technique, and the
end user will be access that data by decryption technique and
the key. Basically there is one database is already created,
because the key which is sent by the sender will be stored in
the database. Sender and receiver both have their email ID,
and sender knows the e-mail id of receiver and receiver knows
the sender. So that they will the authenticate and true user of
the key and the message. The log in and password are also
plays most important role in this process. Without the
registration the key will not accessed by the receiver as well as
sender. For accessing the message or any document or any
type of data, the key which is sent by sender have to match
with the key which is stored in the database, if the key will not
match then receiver get message “Wrong matching data”. And
if the key will match then search document from encrypted
key and Getting Most Encrypted Keyword Data List in Grid.
For this the REA algorithm and DHKE algorithm is used let’s
see in detail the functioning of REA and DHKE algorithm. We
will start with REA algorithm.
2.Registration Page

3.Login Page

the given DFD explains the work of project ,lets see in detail.
The very first page of the project ,that is homepage, in this
page various options are given such as Registration, contact
us, and Login, it is the obvious term that if you have already
registered in this page then you can login.
1.Home page

After login ,the welcome page will get displayed, and there
will be various options will given for the user of this project,
regarding to the use of this project that is sending the most
secure and confidential data, for the purpose of sending and
receiving the sender as well as receiver both must have
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account in this project. the welcome page for the user is as
given.
4.Welcome page

In this ,the sender wants to select the data which he uploaded
on the private data upload and selects the receiver which he
intends to send. the data get encrypted and the receiver also
get selected in this key generator as shown. after click on the
send key the sender have to enter the original Email ID
password. and the mail will be send on the Email account of
the receiver.

Now the option are given that are My account, Basic Info,
Secure key Status, Key Generator, Private Data Upload,
Download Private file, Logout .So firstly the main purpose of
this project is to send the data by the encryption technique. for
that primarily the private data have to upload. With the help of
option Private Data Upload.
5.Private Data Upload

after sending the mail the option that is secure key status get
display, it shows that whether the mail is seen by receiver or
not, if the sending mail get fail during any type of interrupt
such as software or hardware interrupt then the secure key
status will be "Failed" ,or if the mail sent safely to the receiver
,but receiver do not see that message ,so for that until the
receiver download that private data the secure key status will
be "Pending", and if the receiver see that mail and download
that data then the status will be "Confirmed".

In this firstly the user which wants to send the private data ,he
has to select that file ,the file can be image, audio, video, or
text. after uploading that particular file sender can give the
title for that file and finally click on upload document the
document get uploaded in Upload files.The file is uploaded
successfully, here the main working gets start, that is
encryption and decryption. for that the sender go through the
option key generator.
6.Key Generator

7.Key Generator
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8.Download Private file

Here by copying that encrypted key from the mail ,it pasted on
the encrypted key given in Download Private file ,and after
click on the Decrypted key the key gets decrypt and the
receiver gets the original file and the file can get downloaded.
now the sender gets the secure key status that is confirmed.

Now for getting the encrypted key the receiver have to login in
his account so that he can get the encrypted key as follows,as
given in the diagram the user have to login in that account
which he originally have in in gmail, yahoo, or rediff. During
registration the user must enter entered email id..after login in
his account receiver gets the product key.

In this way the total work of sender and receiver get done,but
what about if the hacker gets the key.The key is specifically
send to the receiver but in the case the intruder gets the key
and if he has the authentication in the module then what. This
problem is also overcomes in this project that , in case the
intruder has the key then after decryption the dwarf can only
see the title of the sended file, the download option will not
given to the user which is not authenticate, here totally two
authentication ways are given for sender as well as
receiver.The intruder cannot acces the file which is not
intended to send him.The Email is selected at the very start
when the key get generated and that only the authenticate user
is given for the acessing the private message.

From here the functioning of the receiver get starts.
For decrypting that key the user have to login in this project,
just like as sender

III.COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
1.The need for key exchange by using internet ,is for security
and confidentiality, for that various techniques are introduced,
one of the technique is used DHKE algorithm. They develop
the family of confidentiality preserving authenticated DHKE
protocols name as deniable Internet key Exchange (DIKE) in

Now after get login the receiver go through the option
Download Private file
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traditional PKI setting and IDENTITY based setting. But in
this project the privacy and security is strongly secured by the
using the DHKE algorithm and REA algorithm. The good
work of DHKE and REA is get combined and one unique
process is get generated so that the Key and the data which is
attached with that key will get safe, so from the intruder or the
Dwarf.
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3.In the previous technique the Honest sender sends
Encrypted “Key+sessionID+file”, so that after decrypting that
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format” is our private file then it is encrypted in “ 3131403$0"0(0"3$0(0&3$0(0-2-1+0.2+1(0.1$0#1$2'2"341&3$0'0” ,now when
this encrypted file get decrypted then the Receiver gets the
original file “How to create IJE format”.and the data which is
attached with this “Key+sessionID+file” that also downloaded
by the receiver,but if this encrypted key will get by the
Malicious initiator then he can also see that private file, in this
manner it can cause harm to the private file. But in this project
such type of Harm is prevented and only Key and Private file
is implemented not a session ID and in case the malicious
initiator knows the encrypted key then also he cannot acess the
information.
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CONCLUSION
In this way, the new technique for preserving the privacy and
confidentiality and security is introduces name as
“Authentication key Exchange by Using Privacy preserving
over the Internet”.This technique is very advantegeous for
both protocol participant.
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